
  

 

Abstract—Until now, many researches have carried out 

analyzing the vulnerabilities as well as finding the defense 

strategies for malicious insider (MI) at cloud environment. 

However, all these previous works only considered the 

perspective of MI attacks that are originated from tenant side in 

a public cloud. Furthermore, in these existing works, the MI 

attack techniques are only basically and abstractly described. 

Without the proof of concept, MI attacks are just theoretical 

threats. In this paper, we consider the scenario that MI executes 

the attack inside the Cloud IaaS vendor. Moreover, in order to 

show the realistic of MI attacks in the scenario, this paper 

introduces three concrete MI attacks with a proof of concept 

implementation based on existing tools. Three introduced MI 

attacks in this paper are: memory scanning, template poisoning, 

and snapshot cracking. The demonstration result shows that MI 

attacks inside cloud IaaS vendor are no longer potential threats 

but realistic issues that we need to consider. 

 

Index Terms—CloudStack, malicious insider, insider threats, 

cloud computing, cloud security, security threats. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to ESG Insider Threats Survey 2013, more than 

half of all survey organizations are extremely vulnerable or 

somewhat vulnerable to 66% of potential insider attack 

methods [1]. Moreover, as US State of Cyber Security 

Survey in 2013 [2], 53% of respondents admitted that 

damages, which are caused by the insider attacks, are more 

than outsider attacks. Likewise, Cloud Security Alliance 

(CSA) carried out researches for cloud computer top threats 

in 2013. In the report, malicious insider (MI) was mentioned 

as one of the greatest risk [3]. The famous Edward Snowden 

incident can be seen as one of the most highlighted topic over 

the internet security in 2013 that raised the fact that 

organization‟s information can be revealed at any point from 

MIs with bad intention. Another highlighted incident was 

occurred at Twitter when several companies and personal 

documents uncovered by Twitter administrator‟s account that 

was hacked by MI [4]. 

Along with reports and researches about the MI threat, 

many researchers are finding penetration methods to the 

cloud as well as the way to prevent information leakage and 

mitigate damages caused by MIs. In [5], authors 

demonstrated the possibilities of compromising target‟s data 

through IaaS Virutal Machine Cloning, DaaS File Copy, and 

Acid Clouds and Fraud as a Service (FaaS). In the other hand, 
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authors in [6] focused on MI threats to relational databases in 

cloud. Moreover, in [7], in order to detect malicious usage 

patterns of MIs, authors have proposed an Insider Threat 

Detection Model. The above papers are representatives 

among many research papers, which provided protection and 

prevention models at tenant side, based on theoretical MI 

attacks in the cloud. However, these research papers only 

focus on analyzing the basic and conceptual MI attacks that 

are not concrete illustration of the attack methods and these 

are just theoretical attacks. 

Although the MI threats on Cloud Service Provider (CSP) 

are uncertain, tenants have to trust CSP and IaaS security. 

The question here is: “If there is an MI hiding inside cloud 

IaaS vendor, is it possible for him to obtain your information 

or not?”  

In order to answer the question, this paper provides three 

MI attack methods inside cloud IaaS vendor with detailed 

description of how to conduct attacks as a demonstration. 

The demonstration will be conducted under 

CloudStack-based environment, which is one of the most 

popular open source cloud computing software. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the 

background information for snapshot mechanism and Linux 

memory management on CloudStack, which are the main 

targets for MI attack methods. Section III introduces the 

concept of MI attack methods. The next section illustrates the 

proof of concept for MI attack methods. Final section shows 

the conclusion of this paper. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. CloudStack Architecture 

 

 
Fig. 1. Conceptual view of CloudStack architecture. 

 

CloudStack, which has been known as one of the most 

popular open source cloud computing software, was chosen 

by many cloud vendors for creating, managing, and 

deploying their infrastructure cloud services. Cloudstack 

architecture is comprised of Management Server, Hypervisor 

host, and virtualization network (Fig. 1) [8]. Management 
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Server manages cloud resources and stores resources 

information into cloud database. Hypervisor hosts are 

managed inside zones, which provide virtual hardware and 

virtual machines (VM). Data storages are comprised of 

primary storages and secondary storages, which are used to 

store the VM disk volume as well as disk image (templates, 

snapshots, iso files). 

B. Snapshot Mechanism on CloudStack 

For Cloudstack, VM snapshot and volume snapshot are 

two different mechanisms. Volume snapshot is similar to disk 

backup for Cloudstack. In the other side, VM snapshot is a 

copy of the virtual machine at a given point in time. The 

requests of snapshot are processed using VMware native 

facility that follows the below steps: 

1) Using Cloudstack API to perform the requests such as 

creating, removing, or reverting snapshot for a VM from 

clients to the cloud server. 

2) The request is forwarded to a host that includes snapshot- 

needed VM. 

3) The host writes data and state of that VM to disk in 

qcow2 format and stores it in secondary storage. 

Since requests for snapshots in CloudStack are based on 

VMware native mechanism, it is possible to convert qcow2 

format back to vmdk format that is deployable on VMware 

workstation. 

C. Cleartext Passwords in Linux Memory  

Cloud servers are mainframes where a lot of users 

launched sessions and processes are run on the same physical 

machine. A central piece of the operating system is the kernel 

which runs at the highest privilege level (regarding to 

virtualization) and manages privilege levels [9]. VMs run at a 

lower level and are forcibly prevented by the kernel from 

reading or writing each other's memory. VMs obtain RAM by 

pages from the kernel. Memory page sharing is supported 

though a kernel feature–Kernel Same Page Merging (KSM). 

KSM handles memory pages and merges the memory pages 

of a VM into a single page and shares it to other VMs. When 

running many VMs on a host, memory pages are shared. 

Some critical data of each VM is purportedly held in memory 

and made it to a physical memory where it will stay until 

overwritten. Because of that, it is possible for MI to inspect 

the data. From cold boot attack, they demonstrated that Linux 

memory stores plain text passwords including login, SSH, 

Email, Truecrypt and root passwords. And the passwords can 

be recovered from memory in plaintext [10]. From this 

achievement, attacker can take attacking advantage to target 

user. 

 

III. MALICIOUS ATTACKS IN CLOUD VENDOR 

In this section, some attack methods are presented in detail 

in order to explain how MI can get confidential information 

of tenants. 

These attacks assume the following scenarios. In the 1st 

attack method, the attacker is assumed as a malicious insider 

that has root access to hypervisor host server. In the 2nd and 

3rd methods, the attacker is assumed to have the privilege to 

access to Storage server. The attack methods are presented 

with the first attack methods based on memory dump [11] 

and the next attack methods based on VM snapshot attack. 

A. Memory Dump Scanning 

As mentioned in background, memory dump shows the 

clear text including login, root password, mail, SSH 

information, or even private keys information. In this attack, 

attacker can easily get some information from dumping 

memory. When retrieving information in a large amount of 

data, critical data is hidden in at least hundreds of megabytes 

of data. Actually, it is difficult for MI to find the confidential 

data without keywords for scanning. In order to increase 

success rate, MI also can use social engineering techniques, 

refers to psychological manipulation between MI and target 

organizations such as email, contract, public information of 

target organization. From that, he can collect necessary 

information. After that, by applying the social engineering 

information or dictionary attack, MI can guess the 

confidential information such as root password, user login… 

B. Templates Poisoning 

Cloud IaaS vendor usually provides default public 

template that is the prepared common operating system. 

Employees who have access privilege to storage server or 

cloud management web interface (Web UI) can download the 

default public templates. Template poisoning attack assumes 

the scenario when MIs, who have enough privileges to access 

the storage server or Cloud management Web UI, download 

the template and deploy the downloaded template in his 

private server with the attempt to poison the template. The 

poisoned template will be uploaded back into the Cloud. 

After MIs successfully uploaded the poison template, virtual 

machines that are deployed from the poisoned template are 

vulnerable to MIs.  

C. Snapshot Cracking 

There are many cloud vendors with different business 

models and architectures such as Amazon EC2, Microsoft 

Azure, Google Cloud, KT Ucloud... But not all cloud vendors 

encrypted their VM disks. VM disk encryption also meets 

some limitations such as shared resources with other tenants, 

mounting data [12]. Many cloud vendors still manage their 

VMs which only use normal user and password. If MI is a 

VM administrator or system administrator who can take a 

snapshot of target VM, he can easily make an attack on 

snapshot of that VM. 

 

IV. PROOF OF CONCEPT 

The environment of our implementation was Cloudstack 

architecture with KVM hypervisor server that is used as host 

computer. Cloudstack was installed on a centos 64-bit server 

and worked as Management Server. Another centos 64-bit 

server was installed and acted as both primary and secondary 

storages. Host‟s specification was an Intel(R) Core(TM) 

i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz and 16G RAM. 

 

To perform the 1st attack, we used virsh and dump 

command to perform dump memory region that contains the 

target VM‟s information. With a prepared dictionary, we 
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used strings and grep commands to find specific information. 

This attack is performed in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Attacker finds clear text in memory dump of target VM. 

 

B. Public Templates Poisoning 

To perform the 2nd attack, we used download template 

function on Cloudstack UI. For alternative method, we can 

obtain the template by connecting directly to the storage 

server. All public templates are stored in secondary storage. 

In order to find the downloaded template file, we go to the 

storage server and find the mounted partition for secondary 

storage by using the exportfs command. All template folders 

contain the “template.properties” file which is acted as a 

descriptor for the template file. Using the simple linux 

command grep, we can extract the information from 

“template.properties” file. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Template can be downloaded from CloudStack UI, or copied directly 

from secondary storage. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Finding public templates based on the description. 

 

For the next step, we deploy the template in a new virtual 

machine, create a backdoor daemons for sniffing packet 

information or tenant„s password for specific application, 

export as template again, and copy back into the secondary 

storage. 
 

 
Fig. 5. A template can be created from a snapshot. 

 

C. Snapshot Cracking 

In our test-bed, VM snapshot was not encrypted. To 

perform this attack, at the beginning we took the snapshot of 

target VM and copied it to another server. Because test-bed 

used KVM hypervisor host, snapshot is stored in qcow2 

format. The second step, we converted the snapshot from 

qcow2 to vmdk. Vmdk is a file format of Vmware. 

For the third step, we used Vmware workstation to boot the 

converted snapshot with a bootable tool (System Rescue 

Cd)–a tool for administrating or repairing the system or data 

after a crash or recovering root password. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Target VM‟s snapshot and converting from qcow2 format to vmdk 

format. 

 

Fig. 7. Using system rescue Cd to show and mount the disk partions of target 

VM. 

 

For the final step, after booting that snapshot with System 

Rescue Cd and mounting snapshot disk into system like Fig. 

4, we broke password of that snapshot by changing the root 

password in shadow file, as shown in Fig. 8. After that, we 

got all information in that snapshot of target VM. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Changing root password in/ mnt/etc/shadow file. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In these existing works, the MI attack techniques are only 

basically and abstractly described. Without the proof of 

concept, MI attacks are just theoretical threats. This paper 

provided the proof of concepts for three MI attacks including: 

memory scanning, template poisoning, and snapshot 

cracking. The demonstration results show that MI attacks 

inside CSP are no longer theoretical threats but these are 

realistic issues. 
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